ONESOURCE Determination Anywhere

Harness edge computing to maximize control, performance, and reliability

ONESOURCE® Determination Anywhere gives you the power of a cloud-based tax engine and deploys it alongside your company’s ERP or transaction system, giving you complete control and accelerating the performance of tax calculation.

**Control**

Maintain business-specific security and data residency requirements with data that resides in your business infrastructure.

**Speed**

Increase tax determination speed and reduce network latency when you calculate tax within your infrastructure even with high transaction volumes.

**Accuracy**

Stay current with tax changes and ease the management of tax policy with automated tax content updates.

**Reliability**

Deploy on your own infrastructure to minimize risk or meet unique data residency requirements.

**Enhanced security and performance**

ONESOURCE Determination Anywhere is a unique deployment of our market-leading tax engine, which automatically delivers global tax rates, rules, and calculations in real-time. This patent-pending design gives you the content and power of the original engine in the cloud, with the added benefit of tax data that resides next to the transaction systems within your existing infrastructure. You gain full control over business-specific security and data residency compliance in a multi-tenant cloud solution that automatically updates in real time for the latest tax information. There’s no more choosing between a less robust system and complying with your business-specific requirements.
Maximize the performance of tax calculations

Keep up with transactions in real time. With edge computing, tax data processing is in close proximity to your transaction systems allowing for faster calculation response times due to the reduction in network latency — even with high transaction volumes. Eliminate downtime from system and content updates with automatic synchronization between Determination Anywhere and the ONESOURCE Indirect Tax engine that sits in the cloud. Operating in an “always-on” state by maintaining a 99.9% service level agreement, this gives your tax team a fast, reliable, and accurate tax calculation and remittance process every time.

Harness the accuracy and transparency of a powerful tax engine

ONESOURCE Determination delivers always-current, global tax content, even for the most specialized jurisdictions and industries, so that your team doesn’t need to spend time researching rates and taxability rules. Stay current with tax changes and ease the management of tax policy with automated tax content updates, requiring zero down-time.

Get tax right the first time, every time, with ONESOURCE Determination.

Contact us today:
888-885-0206
tax.tr.com/determination